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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A typical shelf in a library at UWL. Multiple copies of reading list materials with a loan length of either 7 days or 4 weeks.These books will generally have been chosen by the academics or librarians and been put together on the shelf at the pre-determined number for this topic area.They will be discoverable on the library website by keyword, author or titleIn many ways this has been the same for generations of libraries, based on the theory of putting subject books together, with only minor changes to the classification scheme of numbers available and how topics are classified.A student could happily browse the shelves with the knowledge that the books they needed were there (with the exception of those that were on loan)What it meant for you as an academic is that the library could provide students with material but there was no guarantee the students would be able to access everything on the list 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gradually the picture has started to change but perhaps at a slightly slower paced than might have been imagined.Project Gutenburg was right at the start with a project to digitise already existing print books out of copyright in the 70s But it wasn’t till the late 90s that the concept of an e-book reader was created and books started being published in both print and e.Stephen King is acknowledged as having the first mass-market bookEarly 2000s were pivotal years with the establishment of many publishing houses starting e-book divisions.2007 Kindle was released and it was a early as 2011 that e-books outperformed print book sales at AmazonBut in recent years we have seen the growth slow down and start to decline.But what is the picture in academic libraries?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The amounts of each type of format is still considerably different, 92% of the book collection at UWL is still print.Not so clear cut though as some books will be in both formats and we will have multiple copies of print itemsAround 27,000 unique print titlesThe oldest print book in the library is 1812June 2008 is the first time we can see that the library ordered an e-book.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 years since our first e-book purchase�Over 1.2 million book section accesses in 2017. When we think about usage for an e-book we are not considering them as full books which we will come back to laterMost e-books we have on a credit based system, which means in practice there can be a certain number of accesses per year (over 300) per book and these get refreshed every yearIn essence this means that your students should be able to access the e-book that you would like them to read for your module



Dawson Books (2018) Results page for ‘Williamson, J. (1978) Decoding Advertisements. London: Marion Boyars’. Available at: https://www-dawsonera-
com.ezproxy.uwl.ac.uk/readonline/9780714522708 (Accessed: 26th June 2018)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the second oldest published book in our main e-book collection, older than me but only just What it illustrates though is how since e-books have been published, publishers, librarians and readers have been grappling with how to get the advantages out of e-books.It may be a surprise to you that we still need to buy two copies of an e-book or that a loan length is still maintained in some e-books

https://www-dawsonera-com.ezproxy.uwl.ac.uk/readonline/9780714522708


Poll of 65 students at the SU Support Fair in Semester 2 
supports anecdotal  comments received by library staff

40%

34%

26%



Portability
Quantity
Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the advantages of e-books are clearThere is no guarantee that your students will have a device that they can use to access the e-books from home or on the move.However, when on campus as part of your teaching activities, whether that be through the lectern or in a computer lab, the e-book is accessible for you to embed into the learning  process



What the rest of this talk 
will discuss is how different 
(or not) e-books are to print 
books and how they fit into 

teaching and learning?

One thing that they both can 
do is be read on the 

Paddington to Ealing commute 



The 
Lecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For each Week of the module, the library’s reading list system can be set up to create a reading list per week.This could be in the form of pre-reading before class, wider reading after class etcPre-reading enables the student to come to the class to learn how to do the difficult sections they have found in the readingThe reading list provides the students with the ability to access information that complements the lecture, offers different opinions, deepens their knowledge but the list is most effective when it is referred to in the lecture and discussed.One of the attributes we are encouraging in students is self-sufficiency and having an interest in keeping abreast of innovations, ideas and curiosity – reading underpins all this 



“Worldwide, for ebrary, 64,314 titles accounted for about the top 10% of 
titles with a session, but accounted for 80.7% of all sessions" 

(Levine-Clark, 2015)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we find with e-books mirrors print books, that some books will always be the more popular than others.What they allow yourself to do though is have them open on the screen in class, you can highlight sections, talk through the points the books are making.Student’s understand the importance of their reading list by having it brought to life by the lecture, by them understanding the importance of further reading, highlighting of book sections that offer different opinions for them to compare and contrastDo consider though that you are using third party copyright within your lectures and refer to the UWL Replay guidance



Seminar
Tutorial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The conversationStudents are more able to contribute when reading has been incorporated into the planning for this or as part of the seminarHere it is most likely that the students would have been set pre-reading and here e-books can be helpful in being accessible to more students than the physical copies



“selective reading pattern showed that users considered 
some e-books to be collections of individual articles, and 
they were only interested in relevant chapters for their 

research need” 
(Zhang, Niu and Promann, 2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider issues of chapters and indexes in both the print book and the e-bookDigitisation service can help bring this feature to life for books we can only source in printIs there any need to think about an e-book in its totality? Does this approach really provide more flexibility to the author/publisher/readerThe seminar again has the ability to have e-books used within them and students considering them as separate entities eries can work well here Critically analyse the text within the seminar (that might be a combo of e-books and print)



"expectancy, effort 
expectancy, social influence, 

and facilitating conditions 
have a significant positive 

influence on the intention to 
use e-books" 

(Hsu et.al., 2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And by this, I don’t just mean a comfy chair…Is the student has a high expectancy for the e-book, the more likely they are to engage with the technologyIf they think it will be easy to use, again more likely to usePeers using it is likely to helpAvailability of guidance and support will helpOther factors could include: EnvironmentalRe-useDiscoverability – how easy are they to find on Summon, RLs etcPriceAnd your encouragement



"91.8% of all respondents indicated they perceived that they 
concentrated best when reading in print." 

(Baron, Calixte, Havewala, 2017)

"these results provide support for the claim that e-textbooks 
may not differ from print textbooks with respect to student 

learning......... Students in the electronic conditions generally 
took more time to read than those reading from traditional 

textbooks”  
(Daniel and Woody, 2013) Woody, 2013) oks." (Daniel and Woody, 

2013)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perception is an interesting concept and very linked to expectation as discussed on the previous slidehow easy can the student be distracted, have things affect their concentrationEye strain / holding the device – will advances in technology take this concern away?



"Our findings reveal significant differences between 
experiences with print and electronic books. These 
differences are reflected in the themes: (Non)Linear 

Strategies, (In)Tangible Volumes, (Un)Met Expectations, 
and (Non)Transferable Behaviors." (Berg, Hoffmann, 

Dawson, 2010)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Non-linear – are the options of search and table of contents working in an e-book. Does it help when the chapters are very standalone? In(tangible) – size of volume, fingers as book marks, flipping through pages “physicality of stock” - knowing how far you are into a book by seeing the sizeExpectations – e-book to be linked more / cross-referencedBehaviours – searching e-books, using indexes



The 
Assignment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here it is most likely that the students would have been set pre-reading and also be expected to do a lot of independent reading.Here e-books can be helpful in being accessible to more students than the physical copies as well as supporting independent learning from home. �Students will be using sections of a lot of different books and accessing them digitally will help them in both access as well as searchability



Highlighting, note taking, 
changing background colours, 

free text writing, sharing notes, 
bookmarking are all possible for 

e-books 

Kortext (2018) Screenshots of iPhone Platform [Mobile App] 
Available at: App Store. (Downloaded: 13th June 2018) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlighting features and mimicking paper booksNot all features work in the renting of library materials



Not enough books in the library 
from the recommended reading 
list to go around, and some not 

available as ebooks. (MEQ)

There are not sufficient print 
books for my course and there 
aren't enough ebooks either. 

(Internal library survey)

There are lots of resources 
available for us to use to help us 

with our assignments such as 
PowerPoints, books, eBooks and 

videos. (NSS)

64% agreed that they would 
choose the e-book if both 

formats were available. 
(Internal library survey)



What does 
the future 
offer us?



Linking between main terms within the book
Linking to outside resources
Different purchase models
Secure notes from e-book rentals
Embedded dictionary/thesaurus 
Different structures
Linked references
Advice on optimal way of positioning the e-book for the 
reader
Loans vs owning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would happen if we considered the e-book before the print book?



Task, availability and 
environment will keep both 

formats alive and kicking for a 
long time yet
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